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Unit 1.A: Team Building 
 
 
 

Rationale 
 
While it is important to foster self awareness and develop teamwork and sense of 
community in every classroom, it is especially so in a YPAR class.  YPAR is based on 
the idea that students are experts of their own lives.  By design, YPAR classes assume 
that learning happens when students are able to critically analyze themselves and their 
place in our world.  In this context, it is vital that students are able to begin to explore 
themselves within the historical and social realms. 
 
Since YPAR in the classroom is a collective experience, it naturally fosters collaborative 
learning experiences for both teachers and students.  In order to take on a collaborative 
YPAR project, it is necessary to teach and prepare students for this type of collective 
experience from the beginning.  Oftentimes, teachers assign group work without 
spending much time teaching students about how to work in a group.  This is a necessary 
component to include in the beginning of the class. 
 
YPAR classrooms also strive to nurture a sense of place, power, engagement of 
difference and democratic participation.  All of these pieces are necessary in any thriving 
community.  Most importantly, YPAR is about teaching students to be active participants 
in society who have the skills to work together to address the challenges of their 
communities. 
 
 
 
Contributors: Anne Baney, Milagros Harris, Shana Stein and Don Wagner 
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Ice Breakers and Identity Builders 
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Lesson 1 
Artifacts from Home 

 
Objective: SWBAT construct a story from objects in a bag that achieves at least a 4 on 
the 6-point holistic writing rubric. 
 
Materials:  paper bags, 5-6 small objects, writing materials, graphic organizer 
 
Preparation: Students may bring 5-6 small objects from home, or they might use the 
contents of their pockets or purses, or they may draw items or use slips of paper with the 
names of objects. 
 
Activities: 

1. Students fill bags with items (5 min) 
2. Bags are randomly distributed—no one may use his/her own bag (5 min) 
3. Students write a brief story about the person who owns the items (20 min) 
4. Presentations:  Read the stories aloud 
5. Discuss in class who they think the items in the bag might belong to, stereotyping, 

gender, etc. 
6. Closure:  return the bags, discuss reactions  

Scaffolding:   
 
Graphic organizer:  draw a bag  

1. Briefly tell us what this person is carrying in the bag. 
2. What do you think is the most important item in the bag? Why? 
3. Briefly describe why this person was carrying these items. 
4. What do you absolutely know about this person from the content of the bag? 

Assessment: 
1. Discussion rubric 
2. 6-point holistic writing rubric 
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Lesson 2 
Silent Interviews 

 
Objective: SWBAT explore communicating without language by interviewing a partner 
silently. 
 
Materials:  none 
 
Preparation: none 
 
Activities: 

1. In teacher-selected pairs, students take turns interviewing each other about their 
lives without using words or writing for three minutes each. 

2. At the end of the six minutes the students sit in a circle with their partners and 
introduce their partners to the class with what they have learned from the 
interviews. 

Scaffolding: 
None required 

Assessment: 
In the whole group circle, the students introduce each other checking for accuracy and 
reflect on the complications of communicating without written or verbal language. 
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Lesson 3 
Identity Chart 

 
 
Objective:  SWBAT examine issues concerning self and group identity by creating a 
chart with words and phrases describing their memberships in groups. 
 
Materials:  Identity chart handout 
 
Preparation:  none 
 
Activities: 

1. Students receive identity chart handout. (see identity chart handout) 

2. After reading the prompts, the students begin to fill in the chart using words or 
phrases that describe or define who they are and what groups they may belong to. 

3. The students answer the rest of the questions on the handout. 

4. When all students have filled in their identity charts, they find a place on the wall 
to tape up their charts and they rotate around the room reading each other’s charts. 

Scaffolding:  Graphic Organizer used 
 
Assessment:  Questions at the end of the worksheet 
 
Sources:  Adapted from Facing History and Ourselves 
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Identity Activity Handout (page 1 of 2) 
 
Each of us thinks about ourselves in a number of different ways.  Suppose you had to 
describe yourself to someone who doesn't know you.  Think about who you are and how 
you define or describe yourself.  Create an identity chart to describe yourself. 
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We all belong to different kinds of groups or categories of people.  Some of these groups 
we are born into.  Some of these groups we choose to join.  Some groups other people 
place us in.  Examples of groups or categories that you may belong to include a school 
club or the group that consists of all people who are female.     
 
 
Use your identity chart to answer the following questions... 
 
 
1. What kind of categories did you use to describe yourself?  How can these categories 

be organized?  For example:  gender, race, family role, etc.   
 
 
 
 
 
 
2. Which categories or groups did you chose to be a part of? 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
3. Which categories or groups were you born into? 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
4. What do people see or think they know about you when they look at you? 
 
 
 
 
 
 
5. How does that differ from how you identify or see yourself? 
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Lesson 4 
Desert Island 

 
Objectives:  SWBAT assemble and evaluate 5 personal artifacts and defend their 
importance in a persuasive presentation that achieves at least a 75 on the 100-point 
presentation rubric. 
 
Materials:  Writing materials, post-it notes 
 
Preparation: Pass out desert island “bag” handout sheet and post-its 
 
Activities: 

1. Introduction:  describe a scenario where the students have been selected to take an 
overnight trip to a deserted island. (5 Min) 

2. Have students pick five personally valuable artifacts to put in their “bag”(5 min) 
3. Provide a brief written defense of their choices (10 minutes) 
4. Post “bag” handouts around the room (3Minutes) 
5. Have students walk around the room posting comments (7min) 
6. Discuss results (5 min) 

Scaffolding: Desert island graphic organizer 
 
Assessment:  Gallery walk, comments, presentation rubric, class discussion 
 
Extension/homework: Write a persuasive essay defending the rationale for your 
selection. 
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Lesson 5 
Raised by... 

 
Objective:  SWBAT analyze major influences in their lives and how they shaped them 
by writing a poem about their major life influences. 
 
Materials:  “Raised by...” handout 
 
Activities: 
 

1. Student read through the Raised By Women poem by Kelly Norman Ellis.  
They mark and underline any details that offer a strong picture of the 
poet’s family or that stand out to them. 
 

2. Students answer the guiding questions on the handout to work their way 
through creating their own poems. 

 
3. Students create their own Raised By poems. 

 
Scaffolding:  none needed 
 
 
Assessment:  Raised by Women poems 
 
Sources:  Adapted from Rethinking Schools 
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"Raised by…" Activity 

 
For one of our first activities together, we will be writing poems similar to Kelly Norman Ellis’ “Raised by 
Women”.  Our poems will allow us to introduce ourselves by sharing details of our lives.   
 
1. Read through the poem and mark / underline any details that offer a strong picture of the poet’s family 
or that just stand out to you because they strike you as interesting. 

 
Raised by Women 
By Kelly Norman Ellis 

 
I was raised by 
Chitterling eating 
Vegetarian cooking 
Cornbread so good you want to lay 
down and die baking 
"Go on baby, get yo'self a plate" 
Kind of Women. 

Some thick haired 
Angela Davis afro styling 
"Girl, lay back 
and let me scratch yo head" 
Sorta Women. 

Some big legged 
High yellow, mocha brown 
Hip shaking 
Miniskirt wearing 
Hip huggers hugging 
Daring debutantes 
Groovin 
"I know I look good" 
Type of Women. 

Some tea sipping 
White glove wearing 
Got married too soon 
Divorced 
in just the nick of time 
"Better say yes ma'am to me" 
Type of sisters. 

 

 

 

 

Some fingerpopping 
Boogaloo dancing 
Say it loud 
I'm black and I'm proud 
James Brown listening 
"Go on girl shake that thing" 
Kind of Sisters. 

Some face slapping 
Hands on hips 
"Don't mess with me, 
Pack your bags and 
get the hell out of my house" 
Sorta women 

Some PhD toten 
Poetry writing 
Portrait painting 
"I'll see you in court" 
World traveling 
Stand back, I'm creating 
Type of queens 

I was raised by women 
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2. Who raised you? Begin brainstorming a list.  Consider your mother, father, cousins, neighbors, 

coaches, church, as well as, neighborhoods, musicians, writers, activists.  
____________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
3. What did these people / places / things do or say to raise you?  Pick a few (3-4) to delve deeper into the 

specifics of their importance.  Explain in detail. 
____________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
4. What other verbs could you use to vary the word raised?  List as many as you can. 
____________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
5. Looking closely at each stanza, how would you categorize each?  List the details Ellis uses to create that 

category in the chart below. 
Category: Food 
 

Category: Category: Category: Category: 

 
Vegetarian cooking 
Cornbread so good… 
“…get yo’self a plate” 
 

    

 
 
6. Use the chart below to create categories and details to create your own “Raised by …” poem.  Use Ellis’ 
categories or create your own.   

Category:  
 

Category: Category: Category: Category: 

 
 
 
 
 
 

    

 
7. Write your own “Raised by…” poem.  Be sure to include a repeated but changed line, specific people, 
and dialog or familiar sayings as Ellis does.  
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Sample “Raised by…” Poems 

 
Use the following as models to help you create and format your own poem. 
 
I Was Raised by Music 
By Shona Curtis  
 
I was raised by smooth jazz 
Make you want to sit down and 
Cry kind of music 

Some move your feet and shake 
Those hips feel like you dancin' 
Down the streets of Argentina 
Kind of music 

Some hip hop and you don't stop 
Movin' to those beats feel the energy 
Comin' out of the radio 
Kind of music 

Some hit right where you need it soul 
Music make you think of the old days 
When that was all we had 
Kind of music 

Some jump up and down slam to 
The beat of the rock 
Kind of music 

Some poppin' pop grab your 
Best friend and put on your 
Favorite costume and dance 
Kind of music 

I was raised by music 

 

I Was Raised by Video Games 
By Seth Lee 
 
Some x tappin' 
Joystick swirlin' 
"Drive me crazy til I  
throw my controller"  
type of videogames. 

I was raised by cuts and bruises. 

Some knee scrapin'  
bone breakin'  
fallin' out of trees  
and landing on my head  
kinds of cuts and bruises. 

I was raised by roughnecks. 

Those country music listenin' 
playing football on the gravel road 
pickin' blackberries from the neighbors 
wrestlin' in the mud 'til dinner's ready 
kind of roughnecks. 

I was raised by transformers. 

Some Decepticon terrorizin' 
optimist prime ass kickin' 
Megatron losin' day in and day out 
transformers. 

I was raised by sports. 

Those ball kickin' 
ball throwin' 
ball hittin' 
stick fools so hard they cry 
for their mamas sort of sports. 

I was raised by martial arts 

That body throwin' 
chair launchin' 
knuckle breakin' 
drunken master type of martial arts. 
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Lesson 6 
Personal history collage 

 
Objective:  SWBAT present a view of their past, present and future goals by creating and 
exhibiting a collage, achieving at least a 75 on the 100-point oral presentation rubric. 
 
Materials: Art paper, magazines, scissors, glue, makers, crayons  
 
Preparation:  Set up materials for easy access, model the collage 
 
Activities:   

1. (Day 1) Introduce concept and present your model (5 minutes) 

2. Working individually, students will use available material to create a collage of 
words and pictures that reads from left to right, depicting their past history, their 
present circumstances and their future goals (40 minutes). 

3. Students may want to complete the assignment as homework. 

4. (Day 2) Presentation Day- students will present their collages by “reading” them 
to the class, and answering questions (3-5 Minutes per presentation). 

5. After the presentation, hang the collages around the room.   

Scaffolding: None required 
 
Assessment:  Presentation rubric  
 
Sources: Dr. Rebecca Goldstein, Montclair State University 
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Lesson 7 
Life mapping 

 
Objective:  SWBAT reflect upon their different experiences, goals and dreams by 
creating a life map that achieves at least at least a 75 on the 100-point presentation rubric. 
 
Materials:  Direction handout, large art paper, makers, crayons, post it notes 
 
Preparation:  Assemble materials 
 
Activities: Read and follow instructions in the “Life Map Directions Handout,” provided 
on the following page (30 minutes). 
 



 
Life Map Directions 

 
Unlike a roadmap that indicates where you are going, a Life Map 
shows the events, people, and places that have shaped your life. 
 
You will have 25 minutes to complete the following directions independently: 
 

1. Pick up a piece of art paper. 
2. Reflect upon the different experiences, goals and dreams you have had  
      in your life.   
3. Use markers to create a map of your life noting specific people and events that 

have been important to you. 
4. Find a quiet place to work, as this is a 100% independent activity.  You should 

have quiet and space to draw your map.  
5. Feel free to design your life map however you choose.  Use words, pictures,  
      symbols, etc. 

 
Once the members of your SLC have finished creating their Life Maps, please sit 
together and share your maps.  Note – Each group member’s Life Map is his/her 
personal story to tell.  Therefore, it is important that you do not share another group 
member’s experiences outside of your SLC sharing time.  
 
 

 
Life Map Directions 

 
Unlike a roadmap that indicates where you are going, a Life Map 
shows the events, people, and places that have shaped your life. 

 
You will have 25 minutes to complete the following directions independently: 
 

1. Pick up a piece of art paper. 
2. Reflect upon the different experiences, goals and dreams you have had  
      in your life.   
3. Use markers to create a map of your life noting specific people and events that 

have been important to you. 
4. Find a quiet place to work, as this is a 100% independent activity.  You should 

have quiet and space to draw your map.  
5. Feel free to design your life map however you choose.  Use words, pictures,  
      symbols, etc. 

 
Once the members of your SLC have finished creating their Life Maps, please sit 
together and share your maps.  Note – Each group member’s Life Map is his/her 
personal story to tell.  Therefore, it is important that you do not share another group 
member’s experiences outside of your SLC sharing time.  
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Lesson 1 
Human Scavenger Hunt 

 
This activity is used to introduce basic interviewing and data collection techniques. 
 
Objective:  SWBAT categorize life experiences into social, political and economic 
categories by locating similar characteristics within small groups and create charts.  
 
Materials: Handouts, pencils 
 
Preparation: Divide students into small groups of 4-5. 
 
Activities: 

1. Individual members of each group seek out people who match the scavenger hunt 
items on their list 

2. Students practice basic interviewing techniques (introductions, phrasing 
questions, seeking clarification, digging for deep understanding) by attempting to 
locate members of other groups who may match the scavenger item criteria. 

 
Scaffolding: 
Teacher models introductions, phrasing questions, seeking clarification and digging for 
deeper understanding.  Model how to record responses. 
 
Assessment: 
Completed group scavenger hunt handout 
 
Handout: 
Sample Questions – 
Human Scavenger Hunt List  
1. Two people who live in the same neighborhood 
2. The person in your group who was born the farthest away from here  
3. Two people with the same middle name  
4. A group of people whose ages add up to 50  
5. Two people with the same birthday (or birthday month)  
6. A group of people whose shoe sizes add up to 30  
7. The person in your group who lives the closest to here  
8. A group of people who have attended the same schools for their whole lives 
9. A group of people who are related to each other 
10. A group of three people who all have different colored eyes  
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Lesson 2 
The Great Escape 

 
In this activity, the students are broken into teams and given a scenario.  Their task is to 
escape from a malarial swamp with several obstacles in their way.  The students have to 
work together to agree upon only five items that they would need to escape from the 
swamp.  This activity helps them to practice working in a team and to practice 
compromise and consensus building.  
 
Objective: SWBAT develop problem-solving skills and cultivate team building. 
 
Materials:  The Great Escape handout (next page) 
 
Activities:  

1. Students are divided into teams of 3-4. 

2. Each team is given a handout for The Great Escape. 

3. The teams are given the task to solve the problem presented in the handout and 
draw a map of their escape from the jungle. 

4. The teams report out to the other groups about their plans for escape. 

5. The teams reflect upon the roles that they and others played in the group when 
confronting a problem. 

 
Scaffolding:  None required 
 
Assessment:   

1. The students present their escape routes to the other groups.  

2. The students complete reflection questions about the roles they played in the 
group. 

Sources: ABRIS Kit – Learned Enterprises 
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The Great Escape 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
Your group is trapped in a hut in the middle of a large 
forest, food is pretty much gone and to stay there would 
probably mean that you will all perish.  To reach safety, 
you will need to overcome the following obstacles: 

1. Break out of thick walled hut 
2. A twenty-foot smooth barricade 
3. Negotiate an intense barbed wire fence 
4. Cross a treacherous murky river 
5. Travel through an entangled deep tropical forest 
6. A malarial swamp 

 
Decide what three things would be useful to your escape.  
You have nothing else at your disposal.  You cannot use 
things like helicopter or magical devices like laser guns. 
 
 
 
 
 
Sources: ABRIS Kit – Learned Enterprises 
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Lesson 3 
Silent Puzzle Pieces 

 
Objective:  SWBAT develop cooperative skills by constructing a puzzle without 
speaking 
 
Materials:  Different color construction paper; scissors; prizes such as pencils, 
homework passes, etc. 
 
Preparation: Randomly cut individual sheets of construction paper (1 color per group).  
You may want to cut the construction paper into a different amount of pieces to account 
for class size.  Write directions on board: 
 
“Silently find the other students who have the same color paper. At the signal and without 
talking, put the puzzle together. First team to finish wins an extraordinary prize.” 
 
Activities: (10 minutes) 

1. As students walk into the classroom, randomly hand each one a puzzle piece 

2. Silently direct them to the instructions on the board 

Scaffolding:  Read directions aloud 
 
Assessment: Timely completion of task. 
 
Sources:  Adapted from YELL 
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Lesson 4 
Coat of Arms 

 
Objective: SWBAT develop a group identity that expresses their goals as a team by 
creating a coat of arms that achieves at least a 75 on the 100-point presentation rubric 
 
Materials: handouts, internet access, art paper, markers, crayons, scissors  
 
Preparation: Pre-select groups, assemble art supplies and coat of arms template (see 
next page).  If internet access is not available, print copies of meanings of symbols from 
http://fleurdelis.com/meanings.htm 
 
Activities:  

1. Introduce and model coat of arms: explain that a coat of arms is a banner or shield 
with symbols that reflects the identity of you and your group (5 minutes) 

2. In small groups-study symbol definitions from http://fleurdelis.com/meanings.htm 
to select a group name and add symbols that convey the proper meaning to the 
coat of arms template. (20 Minutes) 

3. Draw or trace symbols into the template keeping the proportion of the objects in 
mind. 

4. Color the background of the sections lightly in the colors of your choice 

5. Outline symbols in black –decorate with as much detail as desired (20 minutes) 

 
Homework:  Prepare a brief written explanation of the coat of arms that describes what 
symbols were used and why they were chosen. 
 
Scaffolding:  Groups pre-selected to reflect multiple intelligences. 
 
Assessment:  Oral or written presentations and Coat of Arms 
rubrics 
 
Sources:  Adapted from How to Design your Own Coat of Arms 
Template by Suzie Faloon 
 
Contributor: Milagros Harris 
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Coat of Arms Template 
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Lesson 5 
Trust Walk 

 
This is a fun activity for a few days into the Team Building unit.  The students create a 
mini obstacle course and lead partners through the course while blindfolded.  This can 
be as complicated (actually moving desks around the room) or as simple (having students 
stand in the way or putting books on the floor) as you feel is appropriate for your 
students. 
 
Objective:  TSWBAT work on building trust and listening skills by leading each other 
through a Trust Walk. 
 
Materials:  Blindfolds 
 
Activities: 

1. Students are divided into pairs.  One member from each pair leaves the room for 5 
minutes. 

2. The other members work together to create a mini obstacle course in the room.  
The students can create the course by moving desks around the room or by just by 
standing in the middle of the room themselves. 

3. The students in the hallway are blindfolded and come back in the room and need 
to listen to the verbal commands of their partners to make their way through the 
room. 

Scaffolding:  None required 
 
Assessment: 
Discussion Prompts:  
1. Did you like giving or receiving directions the best? Why?  
2. What did you do to make sure the directions were clearly understood?  
3. What did you do to make sure you were following the directions?  
4. Why are good communication skills important?  
5. How was trust a factor in this activity? 
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Lesson 6 
Living Painting
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Lesson 1 
Who is This? 

 
This activity deals with assumptions, stereotypes, self-identity and group-identity.  
Students are asked to write words that come to mind when shown pictures of different 
people.  After sharing their (usually) similar assumptions, they are asked a series of 
reflective questions. 
  
Objectives:   

1. SWBAT understand how stereotypes and assumptions run deep and explore how 
stereotypes effect the way students think about themselves and the way others 
might think about the students. 

2. SWBAT understand the groups that they belong to, which they chose and which 
they did not choose. 

 
Materials:  Who is this? handout, 5 pictures of people to hang up around your classroom 
 
 
Activities:   

1. Silently, students walk around the classroom and observe the five different 
pictures.  For each picture they write down five words that come to their minds 
when they see the picture.  They take their seats when they are finished. 

2. Then, circling the room, each student reads aloud one of his or her words for 
picture #1, even if the same words are getting repeated until the class has gone 
around the room for each picture. 

3. Students turn to a partner and discuss the feelings that they had during the 
experience.  What was is like to write down words about a person just from a 
picture?  The student pairs can share with the whole group. 

4. On their own, the students complete the rest of the worksheet. 

 
Scaffolding:  Graphic organizer used 
 
Assessment:  The worksheet responses will be evaluated.  Any of the questions from the 
worksheet can be turned into a longer writing assignment. 
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Who is this? 

 
#1 #2 #3 #4 #5 
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Lesson 2 
Offieville Town Meeting  

 
Objective:  SWBAT understand how stereotypes and assumptions impede progress and 
how to “cut through them” in order to have a positive dialogue. 
 
Materials: 

• Copies of the “Offieville Town Meeting” Policy (YARI handout) 
• Name tags for roles 

Preparation: Copy, cut and fold name plates for role play; copy roles for participants, 
copy Offieville Town Meeting handouts, read the Offieville Town Policy 
 
Facilitation: 

• In their journals, students should create a T-chart and fill out assumptions adults 
have about teenagers and assumptions teenagers have about adults. 

• Pair-share 
• Pass out “Offieville Town Policy” 
• Assign students roles.  There are 20 roles.  Students may need to double up. 
• The teacher will act as Mayor of Offieville and facilitate a discussion around the 

adoption of the Offieville Town Policy.  Students should introduce their role 
before they speak and try to stay as close to character as possible.  After about 15 
minutes, stop and give students a chance to debrief. 

Scaffolding: 
• Allow students who are less comfortable with public speaking to play one of the 

less vocal characters 
• Give students a few minutes to formulate their opinions and some key points they 

would like to make before beginning discussion. 

Assessment: 
• Either orally or in writing students should answer the following questions: 

1. How did it feel playing the role that you were assigned? 
2. What from your personal experiences did you base your role on? 
3. How successful was the discussion?  What impeded progress?  What 

helped? 

Sources: Adapted from YARI 
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Lesson 3 

Power Mapping 
 
Objective:  SWBAT recognize the system of power within their school and evaluate how 
the power structure changes with different scenarios. 
 
Materials:  Oak tag cut-outs with names of figures within the school community (1 set 
per group.  Should include at least students, teachers, parents, vice principals, principal, 
curriculum supervisors, board of education, teachers union, community 
members/organizations, New Jersey Department of Education) 
 
Preparation:  Create oak tag cut outs for each group 
 
Facilitation: 

• Students should break up into small groups and on a desk, arrange the power 
structure of their school.  The top has the most power, the bottom has the least. 

• As a whole class we will create a power flow chart on the board based on what 
they came up with. 

• Students will then be offered three different scenarios where in their groups they 
will map the power with their oak tag cut outs. 

1. Standardized test scores were low last year.  They need to improve 
drastically in the coming years or your school we be labeled “at risk.”  
Who has the power to correct this problem? 

2. Obesity, diabetes, and chronic illness plague New Jersey teens.  
Considering students spend most of their day at school and eat at least one 
(and in many cases two) meals there, who has the power to correct this 
problem? 

3. There has been a series of extremely violent fights in your school.  For 
two weeks straight the police and ambulances have had to arrive.  Who 
has the power to solve this problem? 

• Whole class discussion between each scenario 

Scaffolding: 
Teacher selection of groups 
 
Assessment:  After this activity, how would you define power?  How much power to you 
hold?  How can you attain more power over your world? 
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Lesson 4 
Equality Mobile 

 
In this activity students are put into groups of 4-5 to create mobiles that represent their 
idea of equality.  However, the teacher creates bags of materials that are purposefully 
uneven.  They range from one group (at the top) having too many materials to one group 
(at the bottom) clearly having not enough materials.  The bag at the top has two hangers, 
markers, index cards, pens, pencils, pipe cleaners, tape, paper clips, crayons, glue, yarn 
or string, etc.  The bag at the bottom gets as little as one wire hanger, a crayon, an index 
card and a paper clip.  The student groups will be randomly assigned a group with a bag 
of materials and told to create “Equality Mobiles.” At the end, the students present their 
mobiles and then reflect on the experience about having to create their mobiles with more 
or less materials than the other groups.   
 
Objective:  SWBAT understand the complexities surrounding social equality and work 
together to create a mobile. 
 
Materials needed:  Four or five groups of 4-5 kids each will need to get bags of 
materials to create their mobiles. 
 
 Materials to be dispersed in the bags:  hangers, markers, index cards, pens, 
pencils, pipe cleaners, tape, paper clips, crayons, index cards, yarn, etc. 
 
Activities:   
 
Do not tell the students that their bags are filled differently.  If they notice (usually the 
ones with the least notice first), just have them continue to work on their mobiles.  This 
activity raises several great questions through experience for the students to grapple 
with.   

 
1. Randomly assign the students into 4‐5 groups of 4‐5 students each. 
2. Tell students that they have to create a mobile using the hangers that 

represent the group’s idea of “equality.”  They cannot use anything except for 
what came in their bags.  They cannot share with another group or borrow 
from any other group.  Tell the groups that they have to present their 
completed mobiles to the class. 

3. The students work on their mobiles for 15 minutes or so.  (Usually the 
students who had less in their bags finish first). 

4. The students present their mobiles to the rest of the class. 
5. Hand out the reflection sheet for students to complete on their own.  Go over 

as a class. 
 
Assessment: 
The students complete the reflection handout.  This can be extended into a writing 
assignment as well. 
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Lesson 5 
The Blame Game 

 
Objective:  SWBAT work together to analyze the blame and guilt a community shares 
when there is a death or a problem. 
 
Materials: 

• Scenario A from YARI 2-6 
• Scenario B from YARI 2-7 

Preparation: 
• Photocopy scenarios and assign groups 

Facilitation: 
• Students should break into groups of 4-5 and read Scenario A 
• After they finish reading, students should list the characters in order of who they 

find most to blame to who holds the least guilt in Darryll’s death.  The group 
should reach a consensus and have only one list. 

• When they have finished they should read Scenario B.  With Scenario B students 
should choose one character and answer the questions at the bottom of the page. 

• Whole group discussion analyzing the blame of the community. 

Scaffolding: 
Teacher selection of groups. 
 
Assessment: 
In your journal, analyze a problem in your school or community.  List all of the people 
who share some of the blame.  Who is most to blame?  Least?  Where do you fit in with 
this problem? 
 
Sources: Adapted from YARI 2-6 to 2-7 
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Source: YARI 2-6 
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Source: YARI 2-7 
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Selecting a Problem 
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Lesson 1 
Brainstorming the Issues 

 
Objective: Students will be able to identify and describe issues that are important to 
them.  They will also be able to develop a consensus in their small groups. 
 
Materials: None 
 
Preparation: None 
 
Description of Activities: Students will be placed into small groups.   
 

• Intro: They will be asked to identify and discuss personal issues that have had an 
impact/effect on their individual lives. 

 
• Small Group Consensus: Students will evaluate each of the issues in their group 

and choose one that they wish to present to the class as a possible issue for further 
exploration.  The guiding question will be simply:  Which issue should be 
addressed by a larger group and why? 

 
• Thesis Development:  Students will develop a statement that proposes why their 

issue should be adopted by the class 
 

Scaffolding: (as it applies) 
 
Assessment: Students will be evaluated using rubrics for group work.  Additionally, the 
theses will be written and collected and scored.  
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Lesson 2 
Research and Preparation 

 
Objective:  Students will be able to conduct preliminary research on their group’s issues 
in preparation for a large group discussion.   
 
Materials:  None 
 
Preparation:  Teacher will begin making folders for students of various issues.  Folders 
may simply contain lists of links, resources, etc. for additional exploration of issues. 
 
Description of Activities:  Research and Revision 
 

• Students will spend the day researching the issues of their various groups to 
acquire evidence for support.  When they have agreed upon at least three pieces of 
evidence, students will revise their group’s theses to include support.   

• Teacher should facilitate research either by coordinating with media specialist, or 
creating annotated bibliographies for each group, as well as identifying 
important/relevant websites, books, media, etc.   

• Students will prepare a five minute presentation on their issue making sure to 
include relevant and important support that answers the question:  Why should 
their issue be selected by the class?  The presentations can take any form.   
 

Scaffolding: Teacher facilitation of research process (as in description of activities) 
 
Assessment: All work will be collected into folders to be graded.  Additionally, group 
work rubrics will be used to score participation and effort.  Revised theses will be scored 
as well. 
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Lesson 3 
Presentation and Decision 

 
Objective:  Students will be able to discuss and support their small group’s issues to the 
class.  Students will be able to debate and demonstrate knowledge of their issue. 
 
Materials: May need projector or large paper for student presentations, various markers, 
etc. 
   
Prep: As needed for presentations 
 
Description of Activities: 
 

• Small groups will present their selected issues to the class.  Each group will 
present their issue and identify their pieces of evidence to the entire class. 

• Large Group Consensus:  The class will evaluate each issue.  They will be ranked 
in order with the guiding questions:  What is the most important issue?  Which 
issue should be researched and resolved by the class? 

• Class discussions and voting will determine which issue will be adopted by the 
large group. 

• Upon adoption of the single issue, the entire group will engage in additional and 
more detailed research of the issue. 

 
Scaffolding: (as it applies) 
 
Assessment:  Teachers will gather the individual group folders and evaluate the 
presentations using a presentation rubric. 
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Unit 2 
Research and Analysis 
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Social, Political and Historical Context of the Problem 
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Unit 2.A: Social, Political and Historical Context of the Problem 
 
 

Rationale 
 

Having selected the issue we will now establish the political, social and historical context of the 
issue. 
 
Goal:  Creating a shared foundation for all the students so they are equally familiar with the topic, 
as well as aware of the gaps in knowledge they may have, additionally aware of how increased 
knowledge of the topic may impact perception of the topic 
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Lesson 1 
Context Brainstorm (KWL) 

 
Brainstorm:  Students respond: What information do you have about the topic/issue, 
what visual evidence can you describe?  What contemporary and personal evidence can 
you describe that is connected to the problem 

Large group discussion:  Map or chart student responses on board.  Look for 
connections in experiences.  Pose questions that encourage students to make general 
conclusions / statements/ questions that arise about the issue 

Homework:  Students should bring in some form of evidence that connects/supports a 
specific conclusion addressed in this class with specific parameters as it pertains to the 
issue.  They may be given specific categories with which to use (article, photo, video, 
political cartoon, etc.  They may be personal or public, from media i.e. television, music 
etc.) 

General Assignment:  

Journal:  Two Column 
Column 1 
Reflections on how it connects on a personal level, what they have learned about the 
issue 
Column 2 
Reflections on what the group/society needs to know more 
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Lesson 2 
Establish the Political Context 

Small Group/Large Group  Discuss:   

• Students present their individual evidences (from Day 1) and explain the 
connection to the assumption/conclusion  

• Students should evaluate the evidence for strength of support to the issue  
(evaluation of sources, etc.) 

Political Context:   

• Teacher will provide packets that contain various laws/organizations/rules/etc. 
that pertain to the political aspect of the issue  

• Students have to identify them as a CAUSE of the issue, and EFFECT of the 
issue: Does it influence the issue or is it influenced by the issue?  

• Packets should reflect:  Relevant laws, norms, rules, organizations involved 
whether they be official or unofficial groups 

 
Homework: 
Students should bring in some form of media (song, video, advertisement, etc.) that 
supports their particular viewpoint on this issue. 

General Assignment:  

Journal:  Two Column 
Column 1 
Reflections on how it connects on a personal level, what they have learned about the 
issue 
Column 2 
Reflections on what the group/society needs to know more 
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Lesson 3 
Establishing the Social Context 

 

1.  Small Group/Large Group Discuss:  

• Students will present their support and in the groups develop a consensus of 
which forms most accurately depict the issue, or most strongly connect to, or 
illustrate it 

2.  List:  

• Create a list as a class of what is missing from the group’s collective knowledge 
of the issue 

3.  Opposing Viewpoints:   

• Depending on the issue teachers will provide opposing viewpoints.   
• Class will be divided into small groups.   
• Half of each group will be given one perspective, the other half will be given the 

other perspective  
• Students will be asked to argue their respective positions (e.g. Tipper Gore’s 

presentation to Congress on Violence in Video Games influencing children, Dee 
Schneider’s defense of First Amendment rights/RAP defense that rap doesn’t 
influence society but reflects society) 

General Assignment:  

Journal:  Two Column 
Column 1 
Reflections on how it connects on a personal level, what they have learned about the 
issue 
Column 2 
Reflections on what the group/society needs to know more 
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Lesson 4 
Establishing the Historical Context 

 
Teacher Presentation:   

• Teacher will present or bring in a presenter, video, audio, etc.  to provide historic 
context of issue. 

• Example: Teacher may show movie clips to indicate additional perspective or 
alternate ideological viewpoint of perspective. 

 

General Assignment:  

Journal:  Two Column 
Column 1 
Reflections on how it connects on a personal level, what they have learned about the 
issue 
Column 2 
Reflections on what the group/society needs to know more 
 
 
 
 

Lesson 5 
Wrap Up 

 
Individual Writing Project: 

• Thesis statement describing the issue identifying political, social and historic 
context citing evidence from each category. 

• Additionally, they will develop a list of questions that the next phase of the YPAR 
will address, facilitating their plan of action. 

 
 

General Assignment:  

Journal:  Two Column 
Column 1 
Reflections on how it connects on a personal level, what they have learned about the 
issue 
Column 2 
Reflections on what the group/society needs to know more 
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Understanding YPAR and Choosing a Research Method 
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Lesson 1 
Choosing a Research Question 

 
Objectives: SWBAT develop a major research question to pursue based on issues 
students have chosen.  SWBAT develop critical social analyses.  SWBAT understand the 
YPAR cycle.  SWBAT develop critical thinking skills. 
 
Materials:  butcher paper, white board, markers, chalk, sticky notes, etc. - appropriate to 
your classroom 

Preparation: Label butcher papers or columns labeled with topic/subtopics students have 
chosen 

Activities/Scaffolding (see handout on the following page for examples) 
• Review/overview of YPAR steps and importance of a focused research question 
• Ask students (perhaps in pairs) to articulate an ideal vision as if the problem was 

solved, using “we” statements (e.g. “We believe in a world free of gang 
violence”); democratically decide on best wording of this we statement 

• Using same format (students in pairs, etc.), ask students to articulate a vision 
and/or mission statement based on the we statements; a vision might be more 
directly related to the we statements (our vision is of our community being free 
from gang violence, where kids feel safe), whereas a mission statement begins to 
describe your actions more (we want to increase understanding of _______ and 
show that young people care about _______ and can ________ ).  Democratically 
decide the best wording. 

• Using the same format (e.g. students in pairs) ask the students to imagine all the 
data has already been collected and determine more specific, finite goals based on 
the vision/mission statements (e.g. “We intend to inform _________, inquire 
_________, then share_______ and act by _________ ).  Democratically decide 
the best wording. 

• Inform students they will develop 1-3 main guiding questions that will determine 
the methods they choose and the direction they take. 

• Using similar format (pairs, groups) each student/pair/group is responsible for 
writing 3 questions they think will help them learn more about the topics they’ve 
chosen prioritizing the questions #1-3 (students place them on butcher paper, 
board, etc.); discuss overlap of questions and have students form 1-3 overarching 
questions that address the core of the students’ questions; democratically decide 
the wording 

• Time permitting, start to formalize your material for students into one “document” 
on the board/paper (vision, mission, goals, questions) 

Assessment/closure:  
• alone or in pairs, suggest/predict methods we’d use to answer our questions 

Sources: Adapted from YELL (p. 166-167, 219) 
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Research Topic/Question Examples  
(Handout for Lesson 1) 
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Lesson 2 
Rate the Research Method 

 
Objective: SWBAT analyze the viability of various research methods by solving 
problems in stations and presenting results that achieve at least a 50 on the presentation 
rubric. 
 
Materials: Handouts, computers, writing materials 
 
Preparation: randomly select  4-5 groups of 3-4 students, prepare stations with 
necessary materials and instructions, advise other teachers and administrators that 
students will be conducting surveys, hall passes. 
 
Activities:  
Day 1 (40 minutes) 
Station 1: Develop interview questions regarding the use of safe-sex practices 
Station 2: Create a student survey, ranging from “absolutely disagree” to “absolutely 
agree,” on the implementation of school uniforms 
Station 3: Create a 5-question survey on how to improve the food in the cafeteria. 
Station 4:  Create a map of areas where students in different social groups congregate 
within the cafeteria. 
Station 5: Create a visual representation (pie chart, graph) of the various ethnic groups 
within the school. 
 
Scaffolding: selective grouping, graphic organizers 
 
Day 2: 
1.  Each group will do “field work,” conducting research as dictated their day 1 creations. 
2.  Create presentations based on research. 
 
Day 3 (Assessment): 
1.  Presentations: each group will give a 5-minute presentation of their findings (20-25 
minutes) 
2.  Audience will develop questions for discussion as they view presentations 
3.  Discussion Questions: 
 a. Which method proved most successful?  
 b. How do you decide which method works best for your question? 
 
Sources: Adapted from YARI Curriculum (pages 2-17 thru 2-42) 
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Lesson 3 
What and Why 

 
Objective:  SWBAT identify an appropriate data collection method and support their 
selection in a persuasive essay that achieves at least a 4 on the writing rubric. 
 
Materials:   Writing materials, scissors and glue, butcher or post-it paper, sticky notes, 
computer 
 
Preparation:  Pre-print questions in large font, cut into individual questions. 

• Who will be conducting the data collection? 
• Where will data collection happen? 
• Who will the participants be? 
• What data do I need to draw from participants? 
• How do I best engage participants in the research? 
• How do I intend to analyze the data? 
• How would I like to be treated as a research participant? 
• What responsibility do I have to participants following the initial collection of 

data? 
• Which method will help me answer my research question? 
• What kind of analysis needs to happen with the data collected from these 

methods? 

Activities: 
1.  In small groups, students will paste questions on large paper. (5 Minutes) 
2.  Each individual will respond to each question on a sticky note (if available, different 
colors can identify each individual). (15 minutes) 
3.  Support their choice(s) of research method(s) in a group persuasive essay. (20-25 
minutes) 
 
Scaffolding: Selective pairing, persuasive writing rubric 
 
Assessment:  
1.  6-point writing rubric 
2.  Group presentations- students may choose to read essay or create a PowerPoint. 
Audience can vote whether or not to approve project 
 
Sources: adapted from http://www.rangahau.co.nz/method/60/ 
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Handout for Lesson 3 – What and Why 

Who will be conducting the data collection? 

Where will data collection happen? 

Who will the participants be? 

What data do I need to draw from 
participants? 

How do I best engage participants in the 
research? 

How do I intend to analyze the data? 

How would I like to be treated as a research 
participant? 

What responsibility do I have to participants 
following the initial collection of data? 

Which method will help me answer my 
research question? 

What kind of analysis needs to happen with 
the data collected from these methods? 
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Lesson 4 
Planning for Data Collection 

 
Objective: SWBAT develop critical social analyses.  SWBAT understand the participatory action 
research cycle.  SWBAT develop critical thinking skills.  SWBAT plan a research 
project.  SWBAT collect data.  SWBAT collectively and democratically plan data collection. 
 
Materials/prep:  

• poster/easily legible vision/mission/goals/questions 
• butcher paper, white board, markers, chalk, sticky notes, etc. (appropriate to your 

classroom) 
• large calendar posted/written on board reflecting time frame you'll use for data collection 
• you may want to pre-determine teams for data collection 

Activities: 

• Warm up - continue discussion of research method practice/effectiveness of methods 
• Divide class into 3 groups: best methods, people, and products 
• Group 1 will list suggested specific methods used to answer overarching question(s)—

also suggest number, frequency, etc. 
• Group 2 will list suggested people that we would inform, rely on, try to involve, ask 

consent from - also suggest how to engage/ask/interact with them 
• Group 3 will list suggested final products, how long it might take to complete them, and 

who the audience might be for the products 
• Groups report out/share - democratically discuss and decide methods, people, products 
• Teachers and students will collaboratively plot tasks on large calendar 
• Determine groups/teams for different research tasks; (depending on time, you may want 

to have just a research team while others work on other tasks such as outreach, 
fundraising, etc.) 

Scaffolding:  ***You may want to use more detailed charts/graphic organizers to focus kids on 
choosing methods, people, and products (e.g. have them list person/relationship/role in 
community/how we want to use them, or have them fill out a pre-made blank timeline 
w/questions) 

Assessment/closure:  Have each student/team write their role and its importance to ensure they 
have a firm grasp on their duties moving forward 
 
Sources:  Adapted from YELL (p. 174-175, 234-238) 
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Lesson 5 
Consent Forms 

 
 

          Source: YARI 4-107  
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Source: YARI 4-108 
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Source: YARI 4-109 
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Source: YARI 4-110 
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Source: YARI 4-111
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Methods Modules 
 
Unit 2.C.1 – Interviews, Focus Groups and Observations  

  Unit 2.C.2 – Surveys and Slam Books  
Unit 2.C.3 – Visual Methods 
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Interviews, Focus Groups and Observations 
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From YELL ©2007 John W. Gardner Center 
 

Lesson 1 
How to Create a Good Interview (90 Minutes) 
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From YELL ©2007 John W. Gardner Center 
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From YELL ©2007 John W. Gardner Center 
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From YELL ©2007 John W. Gardner Center 
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From YELL ©2007 John W. Gardner Center 
 

Lesson 2 
Focus Group Introduction (90 Minutes) 
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From YELL ©2007 John W. Gardner Center 
 

Lesson 2 (continued) 
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Lesson 3 
Role Play Observation 

 
Objective:  SWBAT learn basic observation skills and assess where and when this 
method may be useful. 
 
Materials: Field Observation Handout and Observation Protocol (next two pages) 
 
Opening activity: Each student will write a person, place, action and emotion on 
separate slips of paper. 
 
Activities:   

• Kids will split into groups of 4-6.  Each group will pick slips out of hats to create 
a role-play scene. 

• Students will have 5 minutes to build and act out the scene while the rest of the 
class observes and fills out the field observation sheet from YARI 2-14 

 
Assessment:  Pro-con T-chart for Observation method of collecting data 
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 Source: YARI 2-14 
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 Source: YARI 2-15
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Surveys and Slam Books 
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Lesson 1 
Survey Basics and Protocol Development (90 minutes + 2 Data Collection Days) 

 
From YELL ©2007 John W. Gardner Center 
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Survey Basics (continued) 

 
From YELL ©2007 John W. Gardner Center 
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Survey Basics (Handout 1 of 3) 

 

  
Master Copy 3.17a from YELL ©2007 John W. Gardner Center  
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Survey Basics (Handout 2 of 3) 
 

 
Master Copy 3.17b from YELL ©2007 John W. Gardner Center  
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Survey Basics (Handout 3 of 3) 

 
Master Copy 3.17c from YELL ©2007 John W. Gardner Center 
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Lesson 2 
Slam Books (20 minutes) 

Objective:  SWBAT understand what a slam book is and when it would be appropriate 
for research. 

Materials needed: 

• Big paper 

• Excerpt from Otherwise Known as Sheila the Great, by Judy Blume OR clip from 
Mean Girls 

Opening activity: Excerpt from Otherwise Known as Sheila the Great, by Judy Blume or 
clip from Mean Girls 

Activities: 

1. Put several pieces of paper around the room, each with a question at the top 
(i.e. What is the best/ worst part of our school?).   

2. Have students walk around the room and respond to the questions. 
3. After responding on the paper, students will contribute to a pro/con T-chart on 

the board about Slam Books as a research method. 
4. Whole class discussion on when we might choose this method.  
 

 
OR 

 
1. Hand out 5-10 composition notebooks throughout the classroom with three 

questions on the first three pages.   
2. Have students respond and rotate every 5 minutes. 
3. Whole class discussion on when we might choose this method. 

 

Assessment:  Pro and Con to slam book.   What can you learn and NOT learn?
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 Visual Methods 
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Lesson 1 
Show and Tell 

 
 
Sources: YARI 4-83  (Handout next page from YARI 4-84) 
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 Sources: YARI 4-84 
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Lesson 2 
Movie Critic 

 

 
 

Sources: YARI 4-85 
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Lesson 3 
Mapping 

 

 

Sources: YARI 2-18 & 2-19 
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Sources: YARI 2-30 
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Sources: YARI 2-31 
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Sources: YARI 2-32 
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Sources: YARI 2-33 
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Sources: YARI 2-34 
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Source: YARI 4-50 
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 Source: YARI 4-51 
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 Source: YARI 4-52 
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Data Analysis 
Unit 2.D.1 – Analyzing Interview and Focus Group Data 
Unit 2.D.2 – Analyzing Survey and Other Quantitative Data 
Unit 2.D.3 – Analyzing Visual Data 
Unit 2.D.4 – Making Assertions from Your Data 
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Analyzing Interview and Focus Group Data 
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Lesson 1 
Cracking the Code 

 
Objective: Students in YPAR will be able to view interviews and focus group transcripts 
and clearly identify themes and assign specific codes to assist in future data compilation.  
Students will then begin to work through the data and begin coding.  From there they will 
begin to analyze the data and connect it in a provable manner to the issue they are 
studying.  They will learn this skill by completing a model of a coding exercise where 
they will work through a simple data sheet identifying themes and developing categories. 
 
Materials:  Index cards, butcher paper, tape, markers, sample interview, sample focus 
group transcript 
 
Description Of Activities: 
 

Phase (Day) 1:  Modeling of Coding and Text Analysis 
• Students will work in small groups.  Each group will be given the same packet of 

information which includes a sample interview and a sample focus group transcript.   
 

• As they review the sample interview and a sample focus group transcript, groups will 
bullet-point main ideas from the interview and focus group transcript.  They will 
write the main ideas on index cards (one idea per card).  On the back of each card, 
they should include the name of the person interviewed and the question they 
responded to.   

 
Phase (Day) 2:  Categorization and Coding 

• Students will be responsible for working through the index cards to create a chart of 
themes that recur throughout the Interview and Focus Group Transcript.  The students 
will write brief explanations for each theme and, as they are identified, themes will be 
written at the top of a large piece of butcher paper.  Students will work to 
merge/revise themes to develop a core group of set themes.   

 
• Once the core group of themes are identified, students will assign codes to each 

theme.  Each group will be assigned a like number of themes.  They will then develop 
a brief presentation that includes an explanation of the themes as well as three 
examples from the research.   
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Cracking the Code (continued) 
  

Phase (Day) 3:  Compilation and Analysis 
• Students will go back to revisit and “code” their interviews and focus group 

transcripts (using codes assigned to themes) to be certain they have captured the 
relevant themes.   

• Students will begin to review the themes and connected data and attempt to connect 
the responses to the greater issue that they are studying.   

• Groups will analyze their information and develop a written assumption/claim (thesis) 
that can be supported by at least three pieces of data.  This will be presented, 
collected and graded. 
 

Scaffolding: as necessary 
 
Assessment:  Students will be evaluated using a group work rubric, their presentations 
will be scored as well, the thesis will also be graded based upon a rubric 
 
Sources: Adapted from YELL p. 186-189, 249 and from YARI 4-26 to 4-31; 4-41 to 4-
43 
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Analyzing Survey and Other Quantitative Data 
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Lesson 1 
Analyzing Quantitative Data from a Survey & Other Sources 

 
Objectives: SWBAT understand how to tally and graph survey results and to generate 
findings from their survey data. 
 
Materials:  Survey Tally Sheet Example, Survey Math and Graphing Handout (YELL 
250, 251-252) 
 
Activities:   

Phase 1:  Data Analysis Modeling 
 

• Divide the classroom space into four sections labeled 1-4.  Make sure there is 
enough room for everyone to stand in the sections.  The teacher will ask one or 
more questions or statements, each with four possible responses.   
 
Example statement:  Students who are organized have the power to change the 
world.  
 
Stand on #1 if you strongly disagree, #2 if you disagree, #3 if you agree, #4 if you 
strongly agree. 
 

• On the board, make a sample tally sheet and fill out with the students according to 
their responses. 

 
Question or Statement 1 

Strongly 
Disagree 

2 
Disagree 

3 
Agree 

4 
Strongly 

Agree 

Total 

Students who are organized 
have the power to change the 
world. 

     

 
• Students return to their seats.  Pass out the Survey Math and Graphing Handout.  

Review what a fraction is, how to turn a fraction into a decimal and how to 
change a decimal to a percentage. 

 
• Questions to brainstorm along the way: 

 
Why is it important to understand the majority opinion? 
Why should you pay attention to the minority opinion as well? 

 
• Introduce graphs as tools used to visually represent percentages and numbers.  

You can have the students work together in groups to create sample graphs on the 
board or on large pieces of paper with the data.  Groups may present to the rest of 
the class.   
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• Ask:  What is the best way to represent the data? (Bar graph, Pie Chart, 
pictographs, maps, etc.)  Discuss the pros and cons of each visual representation. 

 
• Discuss with the students:  Based on the tally and graphs, what conclusions can 

you draw about the data?  Have students respond individually in their journals, 
share with a partner and then share with the whole group. 

 
 

Phase 2:  Data Analysis 
 
Activities: 

 
• Hand out a blank Survey Tally Sheet and have the students apply the steps of data 

analysis to their collected survey data. 
 
Notes: 
 

• Open-ended survey questions will be treated like interview response questions 
(see interview data analysis). 

 
• Discussion about incomplete, flawed, and inaccurate surveys may be useful, as 

well as discussions of sample size validity. 
 

• The steps of data analysis above can be applied to other types of data sources, 
including demographics, class enrollment statistics, inventories, etc. 

 
• For demographic research, one useful link might be: http://www.city-data.com/ 

 
 
Contributors:  Avram Barlowe, Brian Ford and Shana Stein 
 
Sources:  YELL 
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Source: p. 250, YELL ©2007 John W. Gardner Center 
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Source: p. 250, YELL ©2007 John W. Gardner Center 
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Source: p. 252, YELL ©2007 John W. Gardner Center
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Analyzing Visual Data
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Lesson 1 
Categorizing visual data 

 
Objectives:  SWBAT organize visual data by creating categories, identifying 
commonalities and parameters and writing an analysis 
 
Materials:  A collection of students’ visual data such as maps, photos, drawings, etc. and 
sticky notes in multiple colors 
 
Preparation:  Create group displays from collected images, placing them around the 
room 
 
Introduction:  Have students do a gallery walk around the class paying special attention 
to the types of images. 
 
Activities:   

1. In the large group, create categories for the images such as pictures, drawings or maps  
2. Subdivide categories by commonalities, for example “images of people in action,” 

“portraits,” etc. 
3. Develop a consensus for further subdivisions based on the framework of the research 

project.  For example, in the case of maps, what are the images highlighting—a safe way 
home; the location of city parks; the obstacles to attaining a quality education? 

4. Based on the consensus, use different color sticky notes to identify groupings 

Assessment: In focus groups, write a brief analysis on the results of the groupings that 
answers the following questions: 

a. Do you feel that the images reflect your goals?  
b. What unexpected new information have you garnered from your collection and 

how does it fit into your objectives? 
c. What other types of information will you need to make your intended goal easy 

for others to understand? 
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Lesson 2 
Where do we go from here? 

 
Objectives: SWBAT evaluate information collected from visual data to determine gaps 
in information. 
 
Materials:  Photos, computers, PowerPoint, Handout: National Archives photo analysis 
worksheet 
 
Preparation:   Students should have their photos on PowerPoint.  Print and pass out 
handouts  
 
Activities:  

• Scan photos, or drop into a PowerPoint with a title page and a synopsis of the type 
research rationale (25 minutes) 

• Presentations:  Groups will give 2-3 minute presentations as audience generates questions 
for further research from the photo analysis worksheet  

• Groups will collect and read the questions from the handouts  
• Develop a plan for collecting missing data  

Scaffolding:  http://www.archives.gov/education/lessons/worksheets/photo.html 
 
Assessment:  100-point presentation rubric 
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www.archives.gov 

Photo Analysis Worksheet 
Step 1. Observation 
A.    Study the photograph for 2 minutes. Form an overall impression of the photograph and then 

examine individual items. Next, divide the photo into quadrants and study each section to see 
what new details become visible. 

___________________________________________________________________________  

   
B.   Use the chart below to list people, objects, and activities in the photograph. 

People Objects Activities 

      

      

      

      

      

      

      

      

      

      
 

 
Step 2. Inference  

    Based on what you have observed above, list three things you might infer from this 
photograph. 
 
___________________________________________________________________________ 
 
___________________________________________________________________________ 
 
___________________________________________________________________________  
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Step 3. Questions 
A.   What questions does this photograph raise in your mind? 

 
___________________________________________________________________________ 
 
___________________________________________________________________________  

   
B.   Where could you find answers to them?  

 
___________________________________________________________________________ 
 
___________________________________________________________________________  

Designed and developed by the  
Education Staff, National Archives and Records Administration, 

Washington, DC 20408.  
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Lesson 3 
Interpreting the data 

 
Objectives: SWBAT evaluate their findings, develop a consensus and create a report that 
conveys their results to the public 
 
Materials: Collection of data, tri-fold boards, writing materials, flip chart, computers, art 
supplies sticky notes 
 
Preparation:  Gather materials and divide into focus groups 
 
Activities:   

Day 1 
• In focus groups, have students create an outline or bullet list that organizes their 

findings on large paper to be displayed alongside their research materials. (15 
minutes). 

• Have students, faculty and/or guests use sticky notes to write comments or 
questions that might improve the presentations, placing notes at the bottom of the 
outline or bullet list (15 minutes) 

• Regroup—create a plan of action to address the comments and write it on the 
large paper under the notes. (15 minutes) 

Day 2 
• Using the information from the large paper, write the story and put together. 
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Making Assertions from Your Data
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Lesson 1 
Triangulating Data 
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Lesson 2 
Integrating Data 
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Lesson 3 
Interpreting Findings 
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Unit 3 
Taking Action 
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Determining Action, Civics Component 
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Lesson 1 
Who Has the Power? 

 
Objective:  SWBAT articulate methods of addressing the focus issue in a discussion by 
using collected data to determine an appropriate course of action. 
 
Materials:  Power Analysis Worksheet and Chart (optional) 
 
Introductory discussion (10 minutes): Based on the specific problem, who are the 
relevant players involved in the issue? 
 
Activity A:  (25 minutes) 

• Create a web with the issue at the center  
• Identify the parties involved 
• Identify the flow of power and responsibility 
• Determine connections, roles each groups play and the motivation behind the 

issues 

Activity B:  (10 minutes) 
• Carousel walk: In the large group, students will walk around and write comments 

on the web-maps based on the actions that are most appropriate for the issue. 
• Homework: research in newspapers, magazine, or internet for historical or 

contemporary precedents and examples of actions addressing this or similar 
problems.   
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 Source: Co/Motion, © Alliance for Justice, 2001 
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 Source: Co/Motion, © Alliance for Justice, 2001 
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Source: Co/Motion, © Alliance for Justice, 2001 
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Source: Co/Motion, © Alliance for Justice, 2001 
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Lesson 2 
Civic Change and Your Problem 

 
 

From Lewis, B.A. ©1991 Free Spirit Publishing 
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From Lewis, B.A. ©1991 Free Spirit Publishing 
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From Lewis, B.A. ©1991 Free Spirit Publishing 
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From Lewis, B.A. ©1991 Free Spirit Publishing 
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From Lewis, B.A. ©1991 Free Spirit Publishing 
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From Lewis, B.A. ©1991 Free Spirit Publishing 
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From Lewis, B.A. ©1991 Free Spirit Publishing 
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From Lewis, B.A. ©1991 Free Spirit Publishing 
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From Lewis, B.A. ©1991 Free Spirit Publishing 
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From Lewis, B.A. ©1991 Free Spirit Publishing 
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From Lewis, B.A. ©1991 Free Spirit Publishing 
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From Lewis, B.A. ©1991 Free Spirit Publishing 
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From Lewis, B.A. ©1991 Free Spirit Publishing 
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From Lewis, B.A. ©1991 Free Spirit Publishing 
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From Lewis, B.A. ©1991 Free Spirit Publishing 
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From Lewis, B.A. ©1991 Free Spirit Publishing 
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From Lewis, B.A. ©1991 Free Spirit Publishing 
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From Lewis, B.A. ©1991 Free Spirit Publishing 
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From Lewis, B.A. ©1991 Free Spirit Publishing 
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From Lewis, B.A. ©1991 Free Spirit Publishing 
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From Lewis, B.A. ©1991 Free Spirit Publishing 
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From Lewis, B.A. ©1991 Free Spirit Publishing 
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From Lewis, B.A. ©1991 Free Spirit Publishing 
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From Lewis, B.A. ©1991 Free Spirit Publishing 
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From Lewis, B.A. ©1991 Free Spirit Publishing 
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From Lewis, B.A. ©1991 Free Spirit Publishing 
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From Lewis, B.A. ©1991 Free Spirit Publishing 
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From Lewis, B.A. ©1991 Free Spirit Publishing 
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Lesson 3 
Relevant Action 

 
Objective: SWBAT evaluate what actions have or have not been successful and assess 
adaptability or appropriateness of the method to the identified issues in an essay that 
achieves at least a 4 on the 6-point rubric 
 
Introduction: (15 Minutes) Students will present findings from the previous night’s 
homework (provide models) 
 
Activities:   

• (15 minutes)  In small groups, use the findings from the homework to plug 
information into a web  

• (15 minutes)  Oral report: What were your findings?  Were they successful or not? 

Assessment:  Students will individually write an analysis of their findings that answers 
the following prompts:  

• How closely related is the evidence from your homework to your focus issue? 
• Justify the strengths and weakness of your findings. 
• Are your findings applicable to your issue? 
• What suggestions from your classmates would you consider using and why? 
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Menu of Actions – Carrying Out Action 
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Menu of Actions 
 

The following are some effective tactics for your students to use.  Before implementing them, you 
may find it useful to role play these (where applicable) so students can get practice and 
anticipate opportunities, difficulties, and challenges. 

• letter writing [page 181] 
• lobbying decision-makers (written and oral) [page 138] 
• using existing media to raise awareness [page 210] 
• developing electronic media (website, blog, wiki) 
• videos and public service announcements [page 215] 
• writing a press release to accompany other actions/campaigns (see sample) [pages 

210, 232] 
• making a PowerPoint or other electronic presentation of findings 
• developing fact sheets, postcards, banners, and fliers 
• using art/murals to express your point of view 
• using dance, spoken word / rap, and song to express your point of view 
• writing, circulating, and submitting petitions (online templates will work well) [page 

194] 
• community canvassing (script and implementation) 
• presentations to community groups or decision-making bodies 
• gaining representation on local councils [page 222] 
• policy proposals [page 198], resolutions [page 235], referenda 
• guerrilla/street theater, satirical awards ceremony 
• direct action methods [page 225] (protest, picket, march, sit-in, rally, walk-out, etc.) 
• using a slam book as an action (not just a research method) 
• telephoning [page 177] 
• speeches [page 227] 

 
Some formal lessons and resources you may want to use 

Refer to YELL guide p. 50-51 for a guide on role-playing presentations, both bad and good. [this 
guide pages 161-162] 
Refer to YELL guide p. 56-57 for a guide to role-playing debate/compromise/presenting to city 
council.  [this guide pages 163-164] 
Refer to YELL guide on p. 80-83 for accompanying handouts to the YELL presentation lessons.  
[this guide pages 165-168] 
Refer to YARI p. 6-2 through 6-9 for more descriptions/examples of some of these actions. 
[this guide pages 169-176] 
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From YELL ©2007 John Gardener Center 
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From YELL ©2007 John Gardener Center 
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 From YELL ©2007 John Gardener Center 
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From YELL ©2007 John Gardener Center 
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 From YELL ©2007 John Gardener Center 
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From YELL ©2007 John Gardener Center 
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 From YELL ©2007 John Gardener Center 
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From YELL ©2007 John Gardener Center 
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© Revised, 2004 YOUTH ACTION RESEARCH INSTITUTE 
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© Revised, 2004 YOUTH ACTION RESEARCH INSTITUTE 
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Sample Press Release 
 
CONTACT: 
Renee Steinhagen 
Executive Director 
New Jersey Appleseed Public Interest Law Center 
(973) 735-0523 
rsteinhagen@lawsuites.net 
www.njappleseed.net 
 
Yael Bromberg 
Legal Coordinator 
Empower Our Neighborhoods 
(201) 280-1969 
yael@tentstate.com 
www.empowernb.com 
 
VICTORY FOR NEW BRUNSWICK COMMUNITY ACTIVISTS 
Court Finds Citizens’ Initiative “Valid in All Respects” 
 
Newark, NJ – Renee Steinhagen, Executive Director of New Jersey Appleseed Public Interest 
Law Center, and Bennet Zurofsky, Esq. of Reitman Parsonnet, PC, successfully represented the 
community activist group ‘Empower Our Neighborhoods’ (EON) in their fight against the City 
of New Brunswick.  At Middlesex County Courthouse on Tuesday September 2, 2008, Judge 
Travis Currier ruled in favor of the activists, who fought their city’s rejection of their petition to 
put two questions on the ballot in November.  The two questions have the potential to reform the 
structure of New Brunswick’s government by increasing the size of the city council and possibly 
moving the municipality to a ward-based system of governance.   
       EON activists petitioned to let voters decide on the changes, which they hope will make 
New Brunswick’s government more representative and accountable to residents.  A ‘yes’ to 
either referendum would increase the size of the city council from five to nine members.  One 
would create six wards with one council member from each ward, and three at-large council 
members.  The other would create a city council with a total of nine at-large members.   
       On June 30, EON submitted its petition with 1,116 signatures – three times the number 
required. City Clerk Daniel Torrisi rejected the petition on the basis that it did not propose an 
ordinance, and posed conflicting and confusing questions.  Steinhagen and Zurofsky successfully 
argued that Torrisi’s position was “wrong” and “lack[ed] any basis in law or practice.”  They 
showed that he grossly misinterpreted the statutes, which do not require that an ordinance be 
proposed, or that multiple referenda not “conflict.”  The law also allows for a short interpretive 
statement to voters to appear alongside the referenda, eliminating any “confusion” caused by the 
questions themselves.  In fact, in the statutes pertaining to residents’ ability to propose 
amendments to the structure of their local government, the Legislature’s goal was to “facilitate 
the process,” whereas Torrisi was needlessly complicating it. 
          Some of Torrisi’s interpretations bordered on the nonsensical, such as one that would 
require an entire ordinance, regardless of its length, to appear on both the front and back of each 
and every petition signature sheet.  Another of his interpretations would have required the 
petitioners to propose an ordinance that proposed putting their questions on the ballot.  If the 
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ruling body failed to pass it, voters would need to exercise their authority to pass it at the general 
election, delaying consideration of the questions themselves until a future election.   
        The municipality's rejection of the petition was clearly arbitrary and an abuse of discretion. 
 Judge Currier ordered City Clerk Torrisi to certify the petition and submit it to the County Clerk 
so that the two referenda could be placed on the general election ballot.   
       After scuttling the residents’ petition, New Brunswick’s City Council had quickly passed its 
own ordinance, outlining a plan to conduct a study of New Brunswick’s charter and consider a 
new or improved charter.  Passage of the petitioners’ referenda would mean immediate change 
for New Brunswick, but the charter study would result in recommendations first, and changes – 
if any – later.  The law forbids municipalities from using this strategy to derail or delay public 
calls for reform that are expressed through the referendum process.  Judge Currier put a stop to 
the city’s “charter study” ordinance because, by law, the city’s ordinance cannot be permitted to 
compete on the ballot alongside the activists’ referenda if the latter came first.  With Tuesday's 
judicial order, the petition is deemed to be "proper, valid and sufficient in all respects," and 
further considered certified and approved on its filing date, which was three days before the 
passage of the city’s charter study ordinance on July 2. Subsequent procedure mandated by 
judicial order requires the municipal clerk to submit the same to city council withou delay for 
first reading, a mere procedural requirement. 
       “This is a case about municipal abuse of power; an attempt by City government to thwart the 
efforts of a highly motivated group of community activists who are determined to hold the New 
Brunswick City Council accountable,” Ms. Steinhagen said.  “It’s also a wake-up call to other 
municipalities.  Attempts to confuse constituents and maneuver around their legitimate efforts to 
effect change will be exposed in court.  There are people and organizations in this state that are 
here to make sure of that.  It’s one of the reasons New Jersey Appleseed exists.” 
 
New Jersey Appleseed Public Interest Law Center is a non-profit, non-partisan organization that 
gives a voice to those who are not heard in the public arena, and takes action on their behalf to 
achieve justice through advocacy.  We are engaged in important work in election process 
reform, health care reform, low wage workers’ rights, and corporate and government 
accountability.  For more information, contact: New Jersey Appleseed Public Interest Law 
Center at 973-735-0523, contact@njappleseed.net or visit www.njappleseed.net. 
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Sample Letter to Congress 
 

The following example is from the International Reading Association 
 
IMPORTANT 
Adapt this to make it your own. 
Be sure to personalize the areas in bold. 
 
The Honorable Senator ??? 
address 
Washington, DC 20510 
 
Dear Senator ?????: 
On behalf of the (fill in number of IRA members in your state) members of the (your state’s 
name) Reading Association we ask you to sign on as a co-sponsor for the the Striving Readers 
Act of 2007 (S. 958). Senators Jeff Sessions and Patty Murray crafted a bill that will help 
improve student achievement in adolescent literacy for middle level and high school students by 
establishing adolescent literacy initiatives aimed at increasing high school graduation and college 
readiness. The legislation will expand and authorize the current Striving Readers Program. 
Senators Sessions and Murray have already sent you a "Dear Colleague" letter requesting your 
support. We urge you to sign on to the Striving Readers Act of 2007 (S. 958). 
 
The (fill in your state’s name) Reading Association represents a community of 90,000 reading 
professionals that include reading specialists, university professors, literacy coaches, classroom 
teachers, reading researchers, and librarians. As educators we experience first hand the results of 
students with inadequate reading instruction at the secondary level. 
 
(Fill in number or percentage) of 8th graders in our state read below basic standards according 
to state assessment tests. This means they can’t (Fill in a short example of insufficient skills). 
 
(Then give a short example from your state or district re how funds could be used if you were 
awarded a grant. This should be very short. The entire letter should be one page.) 
 
We know that given the right instruction and opportunity every child can learn to read and 
achieve at his or her highest level. We hope that you agree that this investment in the future of 
millions of young Americans is critical to the economic future of our country. Please support the 
Striving Readers Act of 2007 by signing on as a co-sponsor. 
 
Sincerely, 
Your name 
The (fill in your state’s name) Reading Association 
Address and contact information 
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Sample Governing Body Resolution 
 

The following example is from Montclair High School’s Civics and Government Institute 
 

THE CIVICS & GOVERNMENT INSTITUTE 
 
Department: 
 

Principal Authors: 

Resolution No: Co-Authors: 

 
Title of Resolution: 
 
 

RESOLUTION OF THE PEOPLE OF THE CIVICS & GOVERNMENT INSTITUTE  
 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 

 
 

Expressing the sense of the people of the Civics and Government Institute regarding (fill 
in the specific issue or topic that this resolution covers.) 
 
 
Whereas (fill in a point of specific evidence that supports the specific issue expressed 
above – there can be as many or as few whereas clauses as the author deems necessary); 
 
Whereas (fill in a point of specific evidence that supports the specific issue expressed 
above – there can be as many or as few whereas clauses as the author deems necessary); 
 
Whereas (fill in a point of specific evidence that supports the specific issue expressed 
above – there can be as many or as few whereas clauses as the author deems necessary); 
 
 
Resolved by the People of the Civics & Government Institute,  
 

1. (Fill in the specific suggested recommendations to address and correct the issue 
above – there can be as many or as few resolved points as the author deems necessary). 

2. (Fill in the specific suggested recommendations to address and correct the issue 
above – there can be as many or as few resolved points as the author deems necessary). 

3. (Fill in the specific suggested recommendations to address and correct the issue 
above – there can be as many or as few resolved points as the author deems necessary). 
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Table 1 
Choosing Other Actions 

 
The following is a list of possible actions that can be taken after the research stage of YPAR is 
done. Consider the guidelines for selection when choosing your action. 

 
Action Type Description Appropriate for…. 

guerrilla/street theater, 
satirical awards ceremony, 
activist art gallery 

Using spoken, visual and 
theatrical arts (such as a skit or 
public role play) to bring 
awareness to issues of social 
justice 

Bringing awareness and 
education to issues of social 
justice 

direct action methods: protest, 
picket, march, sit-in, rally, 
walk-out 

Using mass actions to address 
issues of injustice for various 
reasons 

Disrupts and brings awareness 
to social justice 

using a slam book as an action  A notebook that is passed 
around between a specific 
group or community; requires 
the members of the 
community to comment on 
preselected topics or prompts 
that are presented by the slam 
book readers/contributors 

Brings awareness, compiles 
the voice of the people to 
support an argument or 
present a perspective… 

using existing media or 
creating your own to raise 
awareness developing 
electronic media - website, 
blog, wiki, videos and PSAs 
 

Using 21st century technology 
to build mass movements and 
educate the general public 
about issues of injustice 

Raising awareness, amassing 
support for an issue, 
organizing people to join 
larger coalitions for social 
justice, influencing public 
opinion 
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Portfolio 
 
Reflective Writing Piece for the Action Component  
 

Part 1 – Action / tactic reflections 
 
1. How did your team choose its action?  What were the issues that were raised in your team’s 

choice?  Did you agree with the final decision of your team?  Explain. 
 
2. How did the action play out?  Did it go the way you and your team expected?  What were the 

challenges?  What were the successes?  What would you do differently if given another 
chance? 

 
 
3. What were the immediate consequences of your actions?   

 
 

4. Based on the immediate consequences, what do you predict this action could achieve towards 
your goals?  

 
5. Overall, how effective do you think your action was?  Explain. 
 
 

Part 2 – Summative  reflections on actions/tactics 
 
1. Recall all the tactics used throughout the whole project.  What were the advantages and 

disadvantages of each tactic? 
 

2. Which do you think were most effective towards reaching your goal and why?   
 

3. How did the different actions support each other?  Were their advantages to taking multiple 
actions?   

 
4. Is there an action that you would have liked to taken if given a different circumstance?  

(more time, resources, etc.) 
 
 
 

Part 3 – Final Reflection 
 
1. How does change happen?  How does YPAR work impact how you think about change and 

the obstacles to it? 
 

 
2. How does YPAR work impact how you think about your community and about yourself? 
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3. How does YPAR work impact how  
 
 
4. How is the YPAR work different from other work you have done in school?  
 
Suggestions to teachers:   
 
Teachers and/or students should come up with additional questions about their topic or issue? 
 
i.e.  What are the insights you have gained about the persistence about homelessness from this 
project?  
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How to Write a Plan of Action 
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100-point Oral Presentation Rubric 
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Open-Ended Scoring Rubric (4-point Rubric)  

For Reading, Listening, and Viewing  
 
Sample Task:   The author takes a strong position on voting rights for young people. Use 
information from the text to support your response to the following: 
*Requirements:  Explain the author's position on voting. Explain how adopting such a position 
would affect young people like you.  

4-point Rubric 
 
Requirements*:  
 
______________________________________________________________________________ 
 
______________________________________________________________________________ 
 
______________________________________________________________________________ 
 

 
Points Criteria 

4  A 4-point response clearly demonstrates understanding of the task, completes all 
requirements, and provides an insightful explanation/opinion that links to or extends 
aspects of the text.   
  

3  A 3-point response demonstrates an understanding of the task, completes all 
requirements, and provides some explanation/opinion using situations or ideas from the 
text as support.   
  

2  A 2-point response may address all of the requirements, but demonstrates a partial 
understanding of the task, and uses text incorrectly or with limited success resulting in an 
inconsistent or flawed explanation.   
  

1  A I-point response demonstrates minimal understanding of the task, does not complete 
the requirements, and provides only a vague reference to or no use of the text.   
  

0  A 0-point response is irrelevant or off-topic. 
        *Requirements for these items will vary according to the task.  
 
Adapted from 
NJPEP: Virtual Academy, NJ Department of Education, 100 Riverview Plaza, Trenton, NJ 
08625-0500 
Voice: 609.292.9069 Fax: 609-943-5202 
For information, you can contact us at: NJPEP@doe.state.nj.us 
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Teacher’s Form for Group Evaluation (Group Work Rubric) 
 
Group Members 
__________________________________________________________________________ 
__________________________________________________________________________ 
__________________________________________________________________________ 
 
Activity___________________________________________________________________ 
 
Based on teacher observation and the completed assignment, give the group a 0 or a 1 for each of 
the following: 
 
The group agreed on a plan. _____ 
All group members participated. _____ 
The group used its time productively. _____ 
The group respected the opinions of all members. _____ 
The group successfully completed the assignment. _____ 
 
Give the group from 0 to 5 points based on its Group Self-Evaluation forms. _____ 
Total _____ 
 
 
 
 
 
 
18 Teacher’s Forms and Letters 
© Prentice-Hall, Inc. 
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New Jersey Registered Holistic Scoring Rubric - GEPA/HSPA – (6-point Rubric) 
In Scoring, 
consider the 
grid of  writ-
ten language 

Inadequate 
Command 

Limited 
Command 

Partial 
Command 

Adequate 
Command 

Strong 
Command 

Superior 
Command 

Score 1 2 3 4 5 6 
Content & 
Organiza- 
tion 
(see below) 

•  May lack 
opening 
and/or closing 

•  May lack 
opening 
and/or 
closing 

•  May lack 
opening 
and/or 
closing 

•  Generally 
has opening 
and/or closing 

•  Opening and 
closing 

•  Opening and 
closing 

 •  Minimal 
response to 
topic; 
uncertain 
focus 

•  Attempts 
to focus  
•  May drift 
or shift 
focus 

•  Usually 
has single 
focus 

•  Single 
focus 

•  Single focus  
•  Sense of uni-
ty & coherence  
•  Key ideas 
developed 

•  Single, distinct 
focus  
•  Unified and 
coherent  
•  Well-developed 

 •  No 
planning 
evident; 
disorganized 

•  Attempts 
organization  
•  Few, if 
any, 
transitions 
between 
ideas 

•  Some 
lapses or 
flaws in 
organization  
•  May lack 
some tran-
sitions be-
tween ideas 

•  Ideas 
loosely 
connected  
•  Transition 
evident 

•  Logical 
progression of 
ideas  
•  Moderately 
fluent  
•  Attempts 
compositional 
risks 

•  Logical 
progression of 
ideas  
•  Fluent, cohesive  
•  Composi- 
tional risks 
successful 

 •  Details 
random, 
inappropriate, 
or barely 
apparent 

•  Details 
lack elabo-
ration, i.e., 
highlight 
paper 

• Repeti-
tious details  
•  Several 
unelaborated 
details 

•  Uneven 
development 
of details 

•  Details 
appropriate and 
varied 

•  Details ef-
fective, vivid, 
explicit, and/or 
pertinent 

Usage 
(see below) 

•  No 
apparent 
control  
•  Severe/ 
numerous 
errors 

•  Numerous 
errors 

•  Errors/ 
patterns of 
errors may 
be evident 

•  Some 
errors that do 
not interfere 
with meaning 

•  Few errors •  Very few, if 
any, errors 

Sentence 
Construc- 
tion 
(see below) 

•  Assortment 
of incomplete 
and/or 
incorrect 
sentences 

•  Excessive 
monotony/ 
same 
structure  
•  Numer-
ous errors 

•  Little 
variety in 
syntax  
•  Some 
errors 

•  Some 
errors that do 
not interfere 
with meaning 

•  Few errors •  Very few, if 
any, errors 

Mechanics 
(see below)  

•  Errors so 
severe they 
detract from 
meaning 

• Numerous 
serious 
errors 

•  Patterns of 
errors 
evident 

•  No con-
sistent pat-
tern of errors  
•  Some er-
rors that do 
not interfere 
with meaning 

•  Few errors •  Very few, if 
any, errors 
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New Jersey Registered Holistic Scoring Rubric - GEPA/HSPA (continued) 

 
NR = No 
Response 

Student wrote too little to allow reliable judgment of his/her 
writing. 

OT = Off 
Topic/ Off Task 

Student did not write on the assigned topic/task, or the student 
attempted to copy the prompt. 

NE = Not 
English 

Student wrote in a language other than English. 

Non-
Scorable 
Responses 

WF = Wrong 
Format 

Student refused to write on the topic, or the writing task folder was 
blank.  

 
 

Content & Organization  Usage  Sentence 
Construction  

Mechanics  

•  Communicates intended 
message to intended 
audience  
•  Relates to topic  
•  Opening and closing  
•  Focused  
•  Logical progression of 
ideas  
•  Transitions  
•  Appropriate details and 
information 

•  Tense formation  
•  Subject-verb 
agreement  
•  Pronouns 
usage/agreement  
•  Word 
choice/meaning  
•  Proper modifiers 

•  Variety of type, 
structure, and length  
•  Correct 
construction 

• Spelling  
• Capitalization 
• Punctuation 
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